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QUESTION 1

You have created a custom profile named TEST2. The parent profile of TEST2 is named TEST1. If additional changes
are made to TEST1, what is the effect on TEST2? 

A. All changes to TEST1 are propagated to TEST2. 

B. Some of the changes to TEST1 may propagate to TEST2. 

C. Changes to TEST1 cannot affect TEST2 once TEST2 is saved. 

D. When TEST1 is changed, the administrator is prompted and can choose whether to propagate changes to TEST2. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which parameters are set to the same value when a pair of BIG-IP devices are synchronized? 

A. host names 

B. system clocks 

C. profile definitions 

D. VLAN fail-safe settings 

E. MAC masquerade addresses 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A site needs to terminate client HTTPS traffic at the BIG-IP and forward that traffic unencrypted. Which two are profile
types that must be associated with such a virtual server? (Choose two.) 

A. TCP 

B. HTTP 

C. HTTPS 

D. ClientSSL 

E. ServerSSL 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4
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Assume a client\\'s traffic is being processed only by a NAT; no SNAT or virtual server processing takes place. Also
assume that the NAT definition specifies a NAT address and an origin address while all other settings are left at their
defaults. If a client were to initiate traffic to the NAT address, what changes, if any, would take place when the BIG-IP
processes such packets? 

A. The source address would not change, but the destination address would be translated to the origin address. 

B. The destination address would not change, but the source address would be translated to the origin address. 

C. The source address would not change, but the destination address would be translated to the NAT\\'s address. 

D. The destination address would not change, but the source address would be translated to the NAT\\'s address. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about SNATs? (Choose two.) 

A. SNAT\\'s are enabled on all VLANs, by default. 

B. SNAT\\'s can be configured within a Profile definition. 

C. SNAT\\'s can be configured within a Virtual Server definition. 

D. SNAT\\'s are enabled only on the VLAN where origin traffic arrives, by default 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

The current status of a given pool member is unknown. Which condition could explain that state? 

A. The member has no monitor assigned to it. 

B. The member has a monitor assigned to it and the most recent monitor was successful. 

C. The member has a monitor assigned to it and the monitor did not succeed during the most recent timeout period. 

D. The member\\'s node has a monitor assigned to it and the monitor did not succeed during the most recent timeout
period. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which process or system can be monitored by the BIG-IP system and used as a fail-over trigger in a redundant pair
configuration? 

A. bandwidth utilization 
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B. duplicate IP address 

C. CPU utilization percentage 

D. VLAN communication ability 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

How is persistence configured? 

A. Persistence is an option within each pool\\'s definition. 

B. Persistence is a profile type; an appropriate profile is created and associated with virtual server. 

C. Persistence is a global setting; once enabled, load-balancing choices are superseded by the persistence method that
is specified. 

D. Persistence is an option for each pool member. When a pool is defined, each member\\'s definition includes the
option for persistence. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A virtual server is defined per the charts. The last five client connections were to members C, D, A, B, B. Given the
conditions shown in the above graphic, if a client with IP address 205.12.45.52 opens a connection to the virtual server,
which member will be used for the connection? 

A. 172.16.20.1:80 
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B. 172.16.20.2:80 

C. 172.16.20.3:80 

D. 172.16.20.4:80 

E. 172.16.20.5:80 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Assuming other fail-over settings are at their default state, what would occur if the fail-over cable were to be
disconnected for five seconds and then reconnected? 

A. As long as network communication is not lost, no change will occur. 

B. Nothing. Fail-over due to loss of voltage will not occur if the voltage is lost for less than ten seconds. 

C. When the cable is disconnected, both systems will become active. When the voltage is restored, unit two will revert to
standby mode. 

D. When the cable is disconnected, both systems will become active. When the voltage is restored, both systems will
maintain active mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which event is always triggered when a client initially connects to a virtual server configured with an HTTP profile? 

A. HTTP_DATA 

B. CLIENT_DATA 

C. HTTP_REQUEST 

D. CLIENT_ACCEPTED 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three statements describe a characteristic of profiles? (Choose three.) 

A. Default profiles cannot be created or deleted. 

B. Custom profiles are always based on a parent profile. 

C. A profile can be a child of one profile and a parent of another. 
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D. All changes to parent profiles are propagated to their child profiles. 

E. While most virtual servers have at least one profile associated with them, it is not required. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 13

Where is persistence mirroring configured? 

A. It is always enabled. 

B. It is part of a pool definition. 

C. It is part of a profile definition. 

D. It is part of a virtual server definition. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

A virtual server is listening at 10.10.1.100:any and has the following iRule associated with it: when CLIENT_ACCEPTED
{ if {[TCP::local_port] equals 21 } { pool ftppool } elseif {[TCP::local_port] equals 23 } { pool telnetpool } If a user connects
to 10.10.1.100 and port 22, which pool will receive the request? 

A. ftppool 

B. telnetpool 

C. None. The request will be dropped. 

D. Unknown. The pool cannot be determined from the information provided. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A site has six members in a pool. All of the servers have been designed, built, and configured with the same
applications. It is known that each client\\'s interactions vary significantly and can affect the performance of the servers.
If traffic should be sent to all members on a regular basis, which load-balancing mode is most effective if the goal is to
maintain a relatively even load across all servers? 

A. Ratio 

B. Priority 

C. Observed 

D. Round Robin 
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Correct Answer: C 
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